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Frank McSherry Michael Isard Derek G. Murray
Unaffiliated Microsoft Research Unaffiliated⇤

Abstract
We offer a new metric for big data platforms, COST,
or the Configuration that Outperforms a Single Thread.
The COST of a given platform for a given problem is the
hardware configuration required before the platform out-
performs a competent single-threaded implementation.
COST weighs a system’s scalability against the over-
heads introduced by the system, and indicates the actual
performance gains of the system, without rewarding sys-
tems that bring substantial but parallelizable overheads.

We survey measurements of data-parallel systems re-
cently reported in SOSP and OSDI, and find that many
systems have either a surprisingly large COST, often
hundreds of cores, or simply underperform one thread
for all of their reported configurations.

1 Introduction
“You can have a second computer once you’ve
shown you know how to use the first one.”

-Paul Barham

The published work on big data systems has fetishized
scalability as the most important feature of a distributed
data processing platform. While nearly all such publi-
cations detail their system’s impressive scalability, few
directly evaluate their absolute performance against rea-
sonable benchmarks. To what degree are these systems
truly improving performance, as opposed to parallelizing
overheads that they themselves introduce?

Contrary to the common wisdom that effective scal-
ing is evidence of solid systems building, any system
can scale arbitrarily well with a sufficient lack of care in
its implementation. The two scaling curves in Figure 1
present the scaling of a Naiad computation before (sys-
tem A) and after (system B) a performance optimization
is applied. The optimization, which removes paralleliz-
able overheads, damages the apparent scalability despite
resulting in improved performance in all configurations.
While this may appear to be a contrived example, we will

⇤Derek G. Murray was unaffiliated at the time of his involvement,
but is now employed by Google Inc.
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Figure 1: Scaling and performance measurements
for a data-parallel algorithm, before (system A) and
after (system B) a simple performance optimization.
The unoptimized implementation “scales” far better,
despite (or rather, because of) its poor performance.

argue that many published big data systems more closely
resemble system A than they resemble system B.

1.1 Methodology

In this paper we take several recent graph processing pa-
pers from the systems literature and compare their re-
ported performance against simple, single-threaded im-
plementations on the same datasets using a high-end
2014 laptop. Perhaps surprisingly, many published sys-
tems have unbounded COST—i.e., no configuration out-
performs the best single-threaded implementation—for
all of the problems to which they have been applied.

The comparisons are neither perfect nor always fair,
but the conclusions are sufficiently dramatic that some
concern must be raised. In some cases the single-
threaded implementations are more than an order of mag-
nitude faster than published results for systems using
hundreds of cores. We identify reasons for these gaps:
some are intrinsic to the domain, some are entirely avoid-
able, and others are good subjects for further research.

We stress that these problems lie not necessarily with
the systems themselves, which may be improved with
time, but rather with the measurements that the authors
provide and the standard that reviewers and readers de-
mand. Our hope is to shed light on this issue so that
future research is directed toward distributed systems
whose scalability comes from advances in system design
rather than poor baselines and low expectations.
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threaded implementations are more than an order of mag-
nitude faster than published results for systems using
hundreds of cores. We identify reasons for these gaps:
some are intrinsic to the domain, some are entirely avoid-
able, and others are good subjects for further research.

We stress that these problems lie not necessarily with
the systems themselves, which may be improved with
time, but rather with the measurements that the authors
provide and the standard that reviewers and readers de-
mand. Our hope is to shed light on this issue so that
future research is directed toward distributed systems
whose scalability comes from advances in system design
rather than poor baselines and low expectations.
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Scalability! But at what COST?

Frank McSherry Michael Isard Derek G. Murray
Unaffiliated Microsoft Research Unaffiliated⇤

Abstract
We offer a new metric for big data platforms, COST,
or the Configuration that Outperforms a Single Thread.
The COST of a given platform for a given problem is the
hardware configuration required before the platform out-
performs a competent single-threaded implementation.
COST weighs a system’s scalability against the over-
heads introduced by the system, and indicates the actual
performance gains of the system, without rewarding sys-
tems that bring substantial but parallelizable overheads.

We survey measurements of data-parallel systems re-
cently reported in SOSP and OSDI, and find that many
systems have either a surprisingly large COST, often
hundreds of cores, or simply underperform one thread
for all of their reported configurations.

1 Introduction
“You can have a second computer once you’ve
shown you know how to use the first one.”

-Paul Barham

The published work on big data systems has fetishized
scalability as the most important feature of a distributed
data processing platform. While nearly all such publi-
cations detail their system’s impressive scalability, few
directly evaluate their absolute performance against rea-
sonable benchmarks. To what degree are these systems
truly improving performance, as opposed to parallelizing
overheads that they themselves introduce?

Contrary to the common wisdom that effective scal-
ing is evidence of solid systems building, any system
can scale arbitrarily well with a sufficient lack of care in
its implementation. The two scaling curves in Figure 1
present the scaling of a Naiad computation before (sys-
tem A) and after (system B) a performance optimization
is applied. The optimization, which removes paralleliz-
able overheads, damages the apparent scalability despite
resulting in improved performance in all configurations.
While this may appear to be a contrived example, we will

⇤Derek G. Murray was unaffiliated at the time of his involvement,
but is now employed by Google Inc.
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Figure 1: Scaling and performance measurements
for a data-parallel algorithm, before (system A) and
after (system B) a simple performance optimization.
The unoptimized implementation “scales” far better,
despite (or rather, because of) its poor performance.

argue that many published big data systems more closely
resemble system A than they resemble system B.
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(An analysis of graph processing frameworks)

~ 10-100⨉ overhead 
⇒ ~ 10-100⨉ cost ($)

http://www.frankmcsherry.org/assets/COST.pdf 

http://hpcgarage.org/eag
http://www.frankmcsherry.org/assets/COST.pdf
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Opportunity: 
Speed beyond scale

How to get there? 
HPC* → data analysis


* high-performance computing
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High-speed 
Scalable data analysis through specialization 
(“Big data” with actual gusto)

Richard (Rich) Vuduc 

May 10, 2016 — GT HPC External Advisory Board Meeting

http://hpcgarage.org/eag
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1. Moore’s Law’s end == the end of 
efficient general-purpose computing


2. Special-purpose computing is just part 
of the larger “maker movement”


Trends, Part 2:  
Specialization.

http://hpcgarage.org/eag


Raspberry Pi 2

Logi Pi 
(FPGA add-on)

http://core0.staticworld.net/images/article/2015/02/raspberry-pi-2-sd-card-100569129-orig.png

http://www.element14.com/community/dtss-images/uploads/devtool/image/large/FPGA+Development+Board+for+the+RASPBERRY+PI+5511ec1a0ff30.png
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Project Ara — Google’s Modular Phone http://www.projectara.com/

http://www.projectara.com/


http://www.nvidia.com/object/deep-learning-system.html



Hybrid Memory Cube 
(Yalamanchili & Kim @ GT)



Micron Automata Processor 
(Aluru @ GT)



Neuro-inspired processors 
(e.g., Hasler & Esmaeilzadeh  @ GT)
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Surprise?
Cost for 100 2x2mm 28 nm dies? 

$30,000! 
Any project can 
afford to build 
hardware! 

See “Is Agile 
Development Feasible 
for Hardware? Part II,” 
by David Patterson and 
Borivoje Nikolić, EE 
Times, 8/1/2015 
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Opportunity? 
Speed over scale


Vehicle? 
Specialization, in both software and hardware


Surprise? 
Specialization may be easier and cheaper than you think! 

Obstacles? 
How to coordinate teams and overcome a lack of productive 
programming frameworks and enough people for 
development

http://hpcgarage.org/eag

